
MUSIC / SEASON 2022-23

CAFÉ QUIJANO
Manhattan tour

Manuel Quijano electric guitar, requinto, ukelele and voice
Raúl Quijano spanish, acoustic and electric guitar and voice
Óscar Quijano bass, double bass and voice
Rubén Santos drums
Yuvisney Aguilar percussion
David Lorenzo Adkinson piano, keyboard and programming
Fernando Teodoro Hurtado trumpet
Juan Carlos Jiménez electric and spanish soloist guitar

2.00 h (w/out intermission)
cafequijano.com

Their songs are 4 minutes of cinema. Their lyrics are exotic stories of worldly,
romantic globetrotters. Their music is of international quality. International tours,
Grammys and Latin Grammys, millions of records sold, a career of 23 years… They
are still Café Quijano, and have just launched Manhattan, one of the most complete
Latin pop records of recent decades.
La taberna del Buda was the record that in 2001 crowned the group’s international
expansion with hits such as ‘Nada de na’, ‘Desde Brasil’ and ‘Taberna del Buda’ itself.
And now, they have decided to retrieve the spirit of those songs which ‘scripted’
exotic, clandestine, roguish travelling stories that they still sing, and which from now
on they’ll sing with titles such as ‘Alma negra’, ‘La Jamaicana’, ‘Manhattan’, ‘Ven a ver
amanecer’… Because Manhattan is a journey that navigates and stops at 10
excessive, captivating ports of call that conquer optimum states of mind.
Café Quijano has done it again… they’ve made a huge, inspired, profound, festive
record… and what is more important, they’ve produced a record that converts Latin
music, once again, into a timeless, enduring and immortal artistic ritual with which we
are all going to feel, dance and celebrate again.

Teatro Cervantes

saturday 4 march 20.00 h
 

Inicio venta 03/11/2022

Prices A 60€ B 45€ C 33€ D 20€
Usual discounts do not apply 
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http://cafequijano.com

